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Abstract. Measurementsbelow 6 keV from the plasma science
experiment on the Voyager spacecraftshow that positive ions with
temperaturesas low as 30 eV to severalkeV are observedto distances

at leastasgreatas40 Rsin thedayside
Jovianmagnetosphere.
When
velocitydeterminations
arepossible
between
• 10Rsand•40 Rs,the
plasma velocity component along the rigid corotation direction is
found to be consistentlylessthan the full corotation speed. Positive
ion measurementsabove•28 keV from the low energychargedparticle experimenton Voyager demonstratethe existenceof positiveions

withtemperatures
of 20-30keV at all distances
greaterthan30 Rs.
Taken together, these observations suggestthat the low energy

plasmapopulation
from•30 Rsto at least40 Rsfrequently
contains
both a cold and a hot component.A two-componentplasma of this
nature may indicate different sources,acceleration mechanisms,or
time historiesfor the disparatecomponents.It may also be indicative
of a singleaccelerationmechanismwhich is highly energydependent.
Introduction. Sincethe first in situ observationsby Pioneers 10
and 11, it has been conjecturedthat the Jovian magnetospherecontains hot plasmathat significantlydistortsthe magneticfield from a
dipolar shape(Smith et al., 1976). Sincethe major part of the plasma
distribution was not measureddirectly, information about the bulk
propertiesof the low energyJovian plasma (i.e., composition,density, temperatureand velocity) could only be obtained indirectly from
theoretical reasoningbasedon the observedmagnetic field topology
(Goertz and Thomsen, 1979, and referencestherein).
The instrumentationon the Voyager spacecraftmeasurespositive ion propertiesat much lower energiesthan did the Pioneer instruments. The plasma scienceexperiment(PLS) coversthe range from
10 eV to 6 keV, and the low energy charged particle experiment
(LECP) has a thresholdfor positiveions of •30 keV for Voyager 1
and •28 keV for Voyager2 (Krimigiset al., 1979a,b). It was anticipated that this instrumentationwould provide direct measurements
of the bulk propertiesof the Jovian plasma. In the Io plasma torus,
this is probably the case, sinceboth by energyand number most of
the positive ions appear to lie below 6 keV (Bridge et al., 1979a;
Sullivan and Bagenal, 1979; Bagenalet al., 1979). But, in other parts
of the Jovian magnetosphere,the gap in the Voyager energycoverage, between6 keV and 28 keV, may be criticalin termsof a complete
description of the positive ion population which is important

There are two energyresolutionsavailable for measurementsbetween
10 eV and 6 keV: the low resolution (L) mode, with 16 contiguous
stepsand AE/E • 29%; and the high resolution(M) mode, with 128
contiguousstepsand AE/E • 3.6%. A detailed description can be
found in Bridgeet al. (1977). The instrumentconsistsof four sensors,
three of which (the A, B, and C sensors,or collectively,the main sensor) are arranged symmetricallyabout an axis which points toward
the Earth, except during spacecraftyaw and pitch maneuvers. The
fourth sensor, the D sensor, is directed at right angles to the symmetry axis of the main sensor.During most of the Voyager 1 and 2 inbound passes,the axis of the D sensorpoints essentiallyinto the expected corotation directionß It consequentlymeasuressignificantly
higher intensities than the main sensor during most of the two inbound passes.During the outbound passes,none of the detectors
looked into the corotation direction when the spacecraftwas in its
nominal orientationß Our emphasis here will be on positive ion
measurementsin the D sensoron Voyager I and 2 inbound.
The electric currents measured by a Faraday cup are related to
the ion distribution function in the following way (see Vasyliunas,

1971).Letf (•') bethedistribution
function
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number
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where
vn= •, ßn,andv, andvt:areorthogonal
velocity
components
tranverse

energetically.
In particular
onthebasis
of datatakenoutside
of 30Rs

to n

A good approximation to the D sensorresponsefunction (Bin-

on Voyager2, Krimigiset al., 1979bconcludethat mostof the positive ions lie above 28 keV. Theseauthorsalso arguethat the positive
ion distributionfunctionscan be described(in the rangefrom 28 keV
to • 100 keV) as Maxwellianswith temperaturesof order 20-30 keV.

sack,1966;Sittier, 1978)is exp(-avt:/Vn:), wherea is a constant
valueequalto 1.35,andVt is (Vt•:+ Vt2:)
•/:. Suppose
weassume
that

Theirreported
numberdensities
between
30and40 Rsrangefrom0.1

speed
Wandbulk
velocity•J.
If Avj/W<<1(agood
approximation

f(•,)is an isotropic
convected
Maxwellian
withdensity
N, thermal

forthemagnetosphere
plasma)
and/Jj= ({,j/W):,then

cm-a to 5 x 10-a cm-a. For positive ions below 6 keV, the densities

quotedby Bridgeet al. (1979a,
b) between
30 and40 Rj rangefrom

Ij=eZ*Aeff{'
jAVj[w--•n
exp(-(-v•__•')]
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•
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0.5 cm-: to 5 x 10-: cm-: for both Voyager I and 2 inbound. These
PLS observations demonstrate that a 20-30 keV Maxwellian

is not a

completedescriptionof the total positiveion population at thesedistances.We elaborateon this point in the following sectionsand con-

where

sidei'its implications
in the discussion.

For multiple species,we have the sum of terms similar to those shown
in equation (4), one for each species.
The first factor in brackets in equation (4) is the reduced onedimensional distribution function along n. The second factor in
brackets contains effects due to the finite responseof the cup. If cris
identically zero (unit responsefor all directionsof incidence), this

Characteristics
of the Side-LookingPlasmaSensor.To explain
the observations reported here, we must first describethe characteristics of the PLS instrument. The modulated grid Faraday cups on
Voyager measureprotons and electronswith energiesfrom 10 eV to
5950 eV; sincethe instrument measuresenergyper charge, the energy
range for ions with charge number Z* is larger by a factor of Z*.

Un=0 ßnand
Ut:= U:- Un:

factoris unity.For a highMachnumberplasma(Un/W >> 1) with
flow almostdirectlyinto the D sensor(Ut:/Un: <<•), the secondfactor is closeto unity when the first factor is appreciable.Under these
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conditions,
Ij/(•j A_vj)
is proportional
to thereduced
distribution
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function,
andY Ij/•'j isproportional
to thedensity
N. Thisassumes
thatUnis lessthan9i•, theaverage
velocity
of ourhighest
channel.
The currents measured in the Jovian magnetosphereare due to
many ionic species.Frequently, these speciesare hot enough so that
strong overlap occurs, and individual speciescannot be identified.
For this reason, the densitiesquoted by Bridge et al. (1979a, b) are

that for spectra with the features in Figure 1--i.e., those spectra
allowing an unambiguousidentificationof the mean energiesof three
or more ionic speciesof high Mach number-- our determination of
the velocity componentalong the D sensoraxis is model-independent,
with an accuracyof a fraction of a thermal width. To that accuracy,
the estimateis independentof both our instrumentcharacteristics
and

calculated
fromY Ij/(e Aer
r9jp)where
9jpistheaverage
velocity
ap-

detailsof the distributionof the supersonic
ions.Whentheplasmais

densityis the weightedsumof the numberdensities
of the various

warmer, both the responsefunction of our D-cup and the details of
the ion distribution functions becomemore important, and for that
reason our velocity determinationsbecomemore model-dependent.

propriate for protons. If the various ionic speciesare reasonably
supersonicand within the energy range of PLS, then this number

ions, with the weight for a given speciesequal to (Z*)3/2/A'/2. This
technique will yield density estimateswhich always underestimatethe
total number densityeven for supersonicflow within the PLS energy
range(e.g., for pure O*, this densityestimatewill be too low by a factor of 4). Thus, the densitiesquotedby Bridgeet al. (1979a,b) are too
low by a factor of about 4.
For future reference,considerthe responseof our detectorwhen
most of the positive ions lie above 6ur maximum energy. For the
heavy ion, 30 keV Maxwellinns •reported by Krimigis et al.

(1979b),both
UnandW arelargerthan•i•, theaverage
velocity
of the
highestPLS energychannel. In this case, for a singleionic species,

Between10 Rj and 22 Rj on Voyager1 inbound,thereare
numerousmodel-independentdeterminationsof velocitycomponents

in'thesense
discussed
above,because
theplasmaisdistinctly
coolerin

thisrangethanfurtheroutorfu?ther
in (except
fortheextremely
cold
region near closestapproach on Voyager 1). All of'these determina-

tionsAgreewith the curveof McNutt et al. (1979).Furtherout on

Voyager1 inbound(> 22 R)), .resolvedspectrabecomeless
numerous,reflectingan overall increasein the plasmatemperatureas
we go out. Nonetheless, we do see resolved spectra in this region.

Figure2 shows
datatakenat 41 Rj. For•. periodof about30minutes
around this time (day 62 1025to 1052, SPacecraftEvent Time), the

spectra
were
cøld
enough
forustodetermine
a velocity
component

Y Ij/(eZ* Aeff{'j)
$ N({tk/W)3
(3aX/-n)'

(5)

into the D sensorof --204 km/sec (as opposedto the expected517

km/sec
forrigidcorotation).
Othercoldspectra
at 35Rj show
a

For Maxwellian distributions with these parameters, PLS would see
little of the full densityN becauseonly a small fraction of the region
in velocity spaceoccupiedby the positiveions is observed.In particular, for 30 keV Maxwellians, the density estimatewould be <•1%oof

108•' VOYAGER
I INBOUND
20Rj
'
•,

the hot plasmadensityN for singlyionizedspecies,and <•3% for
doubly ionized species.

•

,o%

lO?

Departures
fromRigidCorotation.Wereviewbrieflythenature
of the spectraobtainedby PLS on the inboundpasses.Figure1 shows

a positive
ionspectrum
fromtheD sensor
takennear20 Rj. Weplot

Ij/(e Aef
f A•j), where
A•j is thewidthof theenergy
channel
in

kilovolts. This quantity has units of #(cm2 seckilovolt)-', and for a
supersonicplasmais proportionalto the reduceddistributionfunction (cf. equation(4)). For sucha cold spectrum,the variousionic
speciesare well separatedin energyper charge, and the densities,
temperatures,and velocitiesinto the D sensorcan be determined

• IO6
o

i oõ

reasonably well for each species.
It is worth emphasizingthat from this type of spectrumwe can

obtainwhatis essentially
a model-independent
determination
of Un,
the velocitycomponentalongthe axisof the sensor.The reasoningis

as follows.Thelowestpeakin ourenergy
percharge
spectrum
in
Figure 1 must be due to protons. Other ionic specieswill appearat
energiesper chargeof A/Z* timesthe proton energyper chargeof
• 175 volts. Peaks near A/Z* values of 8, 10-2/3, 16, 23, and 32 lead

to plausiblespeciesidentificationsof O:*, S:*, O* or S:*, Na*, and S*,
respectively(Sullivanand Bagenal,1979). With theseidentifications
we find that all of the speciesare moving into the D sensorat a speed
of • 183 km/sec, as comparedto the value of •238 km/sec expected
at this distance on the basis of rigid corotation (McNutt et al.,
1979).Sincea positivespacecraftchargewouldcausepositiveionsto
be detectedat less than their ambient energies,we could invoke a
positivespacecraftpotentialto explainthe observeddeparturefrom
corotation. However, under this assumptionit is impossibleto assign
reasonablevaluesof A/Z* to the observedpeaks.
Consider now the effects of the D sensorresponse.It is easily
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shownfromequation(4) thatestimating
Unby choosing
thepeakof

thefunction
Ij/(e AeffA•j) willalways
overestimate
thetruevalue
of
Un. Fora reasonably
supersonic
flow,however,
thefractional
error
in the estimateis proportional
to a W"/Un"+ a W:Ut:/Un". The
variousspeciesin Figure 1 are demonstrablysupersonic,
with thermal
speedsof the orderof 10 km/sec.Moreover,at the time of thisobservation, the D sensoraxis was within 7ø of the expectedcorotation

flow directionand we do not expectthe (undetermined)
Ut to be a
significant
fractionof Unat thisdistance
(*20 R). Thus,theerrorin
estimating
Unby simplytakingthepeakis small.We actuallydetermine our final plasmaparametersfor the variousspeciesin Figure 1
by least-squares
modelfits to Maxwellians.The pointwe emphasize
is
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Figures1-3: Positiveion "distributionfunctions"versusenergyper
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similar departure from corotation (212 km/sec comparedto an expected437 km/sec). In both of thesecases,the proton peak in the M
mode has disappearedinto the noise. It is still seenin the L mode
however (the wider energy windows improve the signal to noise
ratio), and its velocity is consistent with 4200 km/sec at these
distances(cf. Figure 3 of Bridge et al., 1979a). The Voyager 2 data

19
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alsoshowa lackof fullcorotation
between
410 Rjand420 Rj which
is similar to that seenon Voyager 1. (seeFigure 5 of Bridge et al.,
1979b).

I
I

PositiveIon Properties
Beyond30Rj. In additionto estimates
of
U n, we canalsoobtainestimates
of thetemperatures
for the species

\\

I

\

z

o

shownin Figure 2. Maxwellian fits to the S2' and S3' peaksin Figure2

IO3

yielda temperature
of 430 eV at 41 Rj. Fitsto the35 Rj Voyager1
inbound interval mentioned above yield similar temperatures.For
spectra of this type, temperature estimatesare quantitative and are
basedon few assumptions.
For Voyager 2 inbound, Bridge et al. (1979b), report that at a
given radial distance the plasma is hotter than on Voyager 1. On

Voyager2 beyond30 Rj, we do not seethesortof resolved
spectra
found on Voyager 1 at thesedistances.More typical (and alsotypical
of the hotter spectraon Voyager 1) is the spectrumin Figure3, which

occursat 432 Rj in a daysideplasmasheetcrossing.
It is, perhaps,
worth noting specificallythat the spectrumshownin Figure 3 cannot
be explained in terms of background effects produced by isotropic
energeticions or hot electrons. If this were the case, signalslarger
than that seen in the D sensor would be observed in the main cluster

(becausethe relative area solid angleproduct of the individual sensors
in the main cluster is greater than that for the D sensorby about a
factor of 3). In fact, the signalin the A, B, and C sensorsis near the
expectednoise level and that in the D sensoris 4 10 times the noise
level.

Our interpretation of this spectrum is that the various ionic
specieshave becomehot enoughto smear out the individual peaks.
For the dominant heavyionsobservedby PLS in the Jovianmagnetosphere, this will happen at relatively high Mach numbers. We lose
resolution in the heavy ions when their Mach numbers drop below
44, as is probably the case in Figure 3. If we make the ad hoc
assumption that we are seeingonly O* in Figure 3, a single Maxwellian fit (as shown) yields a densityof 0.3 cm-3, a thermal spreadof

44 km/sec,anda velocitycomponent
U nof 220km/sec.Clearly,our
analysisis lessquantitative here becauseof the overlap of the various
hot ionic species.However, the temperatureof order 200 eV is probably an upper limit, for obviousreasons.Spectrataken near this time
are hotter than the one shownin Figure 3, but the estimatedtemperatures are always lessthan severalkeV.
Despite the less quantitative nature of this analysis, we do see
large ion signalsin our energyrangeat this time; the numberdensities
below 6 keV are of order 0.3 cm-a. For the hot Maxwellian plasma
parametersquotedby Krimigis et al., 1979b for O* at this time (n =
2.5 x 10-2 cm-a, U = 416 km/sec, kT = 30 keV), we would expectto
see ion intensities three orders of magnitude or more below our
observedlevels,correspondingto densitiesbelow 6 keV of 4 10-4 cm-a
(cf. equations(4) and (5)). Thus, a 30 keV Maxwellian at this density
cannot be a completedescriptionof the positive ion distribution at
the time of this observation. The complete distribution function at
this time must look qualitatively as shown in Figure 4--i.e., it consistsof both a hot and cold component.
This two componentnature of the plasma distribution function

shownin Figure4 mustbefairlycommon
outside
of 4 30Rj. For example, the densitiesgiven in Figure 3 of Bridge et al. (1979a) for
Voyager 1 inbound are representativeof Voyager 2 densitiesinbound. A comparisonof this figure with Figure 7 of Krimigis et al.,
1979b showsthat PLS densitiesare, in general, comparableto or

muchgreaterthanLECPdensities
between
4 30and440 Rj. Forexample,on Voyager2 at 0600day 188at 43 Rj inboundin a plasma
sheetcrossingthe PLS lower limit assumingprotons is 0.02 cm-a or
0.08 cm-3 assumingO*. On the other hand, LECP "hot" Maxwellian
densitiesat this time assumingoxygenare 0.01 cm-a. Thesevaluesare

representative
of thesevenplasmasheetcrossings
between
30 Rj and
43 Rj on Voyager2 inbound.

I
IOOO

ENERGY

(KeV)

Figure 4: A sketchof the reducedone-dimensionaldistribution func-

tion at 432 Rj, assuming
O* to bethedominantspecies.
Discussion.Knowledgeof the propertiesof the Jovian magnetosphericplasmais essentialfor constructingrealisticdynamicalmodels
of the magnetosphere,and for assessing
the efficiencyof the acceleration processes
which must be active. We have comparedthe PLS and

LECPpositive
ionmeasurements
between
30Rj and40 Rj, andfind
that in this region of the outer magnetosphere,the positiveions cannot be describedby a singleMaxwellian. Evidently, the plasma contains several componentswhich may differ significantly in density
and composition,and which differ drasticallyin temperature(20-30
keV as comparedto severalkeV and less). By number density, the
cold componentmay well be the dominant species,althoughby thermal energydensity, the hot componentmay dominate. It may be that
the relative importance of the cold and hot componentsin terms of
thermal energydensityis a strongfunction of local time and distance.
Quantitativestatementsmustawait a detailedcomparisonof the PLS
observations with LECP observations, as well as with results from

the magneticfield and plasmawave investigations.
These

results

are

of

considerable

theoretical

interest.

Hill

(1979a,b) has interpreted the lack of full corotation as due to the effects of outward mass transport of heavy ions injected at Io. As we
statedabove, PLS seessomecoolingof the Io torus ions in the region

from410 Rj to 420 Rj, butbeyond
20 Rj thetemperature
increases
with distance.Adiabatic coolingin the radially decreasingmagnetic
field would yield a relative changein energyproportional to the rela-

tivechange
in magnetic
field.Sincebeyond20 Rj theaverage
energy
of the ions doesnot changedrasticallywith distance,a heatingmechanism is required which must be at least strongenoughto overcome
the adiabatic cooling. From Io to the outer magnetosphere,the relative changein field is unity, sothat the relativechangein the energyis
simply the initial energy at Io, which is 460 eV (Bagenal et al.,
1979).If we assumean injection rate of 102• particles sec-' (Hill,
1979a,b),then the power requiredto overcomethe adiabaticcooling
of the ionsis 10'2W. This is a lower limit becausethe ion temperature
actually increaseswith distance and becausewe expect additional
lossesof energythrough ion-electroncollisions,excitationof plasma
waves, and so on.

The hot component also requires a heating mechanism, as
argued by Krimigis et al. (1979b). Such a heating of energeticions
had been previously inferred on the basis of the Pioneer 10 and 11
measurements (Goertz and Thomsen, 1979, and references
therein).Sincethe end product of thesetwo heatingmechanismsis so
different (e.g., the temperaturesof the two componentsare so different), the two componentsmay experiencedifferent acceleration
mechanisms, have different time histories, or stem from different
sources.They may also be the result of a singleaccelerationmechanism which is highly energydependent.Any of thesepossibilitiesimply that the nature of the particle accelerationand heating in the
Jovianmagnetosphere
is a more complexprocessthan previouslysuspected.
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